
Our castle estate is characterized by many impressions of 
the regional, historic architecture, which enables you to relive 
many tales from its past during your own stay here. The family 
Lüll has been a part of this estate for more than one hundred 
years and we are proudly inviting you to create your own story 
through your event at our castle. 

Various architectural achievements of former generations 
remain preserved until today. Ludwig XIV, who declared  
our estate as his camp, protected it from severe damages 
during the Palatine War of Succession. Two of these 
atmospheric and remarkable features are the sandstone statue 
of Wilhelm Tell and the oldest tower house in Rhinehessen, 
prominently visible from the courtyard. In the beginning of the 
19th century, the gatehouse and the front house were added  
to the estate by our family. 

As the ideal framework for your personal event and your own 
tales to tell, the spacious park, the stables, the courtyard and 
the vaulted cellar are available for rent.
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The history of the summer house of our park is marked by a 
unique anecdote, as it was used as a house of pleasure  
during the occupation under Napoleon. Set out in 1747, the old 
but well-kept trees of the park create an intimate atmosphere, 
overlooking the castle estate. The style of the park can be 
characterized as an English landscape garden with changing 
elements of the late baroque and rococo against the backdrop 
of the broad expanse of lawn. 
 
The 17,000 square meters offer a lot of opportunities to create 
an event to retell. So far, many events such as vintage car 
rallies, receptions, picnics, speeches, games and weddings 
were all hosted in our park. 

The baroque part of the garden is best suited for weddings, as 
there is a good view of both the summer house as well as the 
oldest part of the main house. To adapt to your personal ideas, 
we offer a guided tour to evaluate all possible arrangements 
together.

THE PARK
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While entering our restored stables, the defining elements for 
 the sense of space are probably the historic groin vaults. 
Built around the year 1850, this method of construction was 
originally introduced by Apulian builders to maintain cool  
room temperatures during summer. The vaults are characteristic 
for this region and a beautiful example of the local color. 

The overall floor space of the stables is about 310 square  
meters and there are two seating areas, connected by a smaller 
room for buffets. The seating area in the front is very suitable  
for receptions, as it is equipped with its own bar and space for 
 about 48 seats. The middle room adds a subtle rustic note 
through a combination of selectively exposed crushed stone 
walls and wooden beams. The area in the back is provided 
with a small stage and it has the capacity for approximately 107 
seats. Indirect lighting in the pillars of the groin vaults creates 
a bright and friendly atmosphere in both dining areas. Several 
wood elements, as well as the original stone floor throughout  
all rooms, create a harmonic overall picture.
Additionally, all areas have a separate entrance to the courtyard 
and can be easily extended if necessary.

THE STABLES
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The spacious courtyard is enclosed to the stables and sur-
rounded by several historic outbuildings. A central element  
is the statue of Wilhelm Tell – a reminder of Switzerland  
as the place of origin of our great-grandparents. In the back-
ground, entwining vine leaves on crushed stone walls in 
combination with cobblestone floors create an idyllic picture.

The area of about 2000 square meters provides a group  
of plane trees, which are close to the stables and well-suited 
for dining and catering outside. The yard has proven itself 
convenient for receptions, while it also provides enough space 
for parking. To find the perfect solution and combination for 
your event, we cordially invite you to visit us – this way, you get 
to know the castle estate while we mutually create your own 
personal experience here.

THE COURTYARD
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Our vaulted cellar is estimated to date back to the 18th century, 
while it is difficult to determine a specific point in time as it  
was built by the aristocratic previous owners. Until 1980, the 
cellar was used for the traditional process of maturing wine  
in wooden barrels. 

In candlelight, the old oak barrels beautifully emphasize the 
historic atmosphere of the vaulted cellar in which you  
might host a wine tasting or even use it as a place for a quaint 
photo shoot.

THE VAULTED CELLAR
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